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G(Z) is presented as
By analysis is meant second-order arithmetic with full comprehension axioms. Let ZF-be Zermelo-Frankel set theory without the power-set axiom. It is known that by using the axiom of choice one can interpret ZF-in analysis. However the indispensability of the axiom of choice is shown by the following theorem: ZF-is not a conservative extension of analysis. To prove the theorem we consider a sentence S which implies that there is a countable sequence of countable well-orderings whose sum is not countable. Levy has shown that S is consistent relative to ZF. In ZF-we show that S implies the existence of a countable well-founded model for analysis + S, and this suffices to prove the theorem. (1) PI a -P; (2) P(Oi) is a recursive subgroup of P(a); (3) P(,) is a g.c. subgroup of P(ca). THEOREM Theorem 1 of the preceding abstract yields the following group-theoretic characterization of Turing reducibility:
(Lagrange). Let G be an cu-group with g.c. subgroup H. Then o(G) = o(H)-i(GIH). COROLLARY. There exist c isols (regressive isols) such that T # o(G) for any isolic group G. Two other results of interest are: (1) The analogue of Cayley's theorem fails to hold; i.e., there exists an isolic (Abelian) group which is not isomorphic to any subgroup of P(E). (2) Any isolic Abelian group can be effectively decomposed into its Sylow subgroups S(p). If SW) is regressive, o(S(p)
Corollary. Let S1 and S2 be r.e. sets of natural numbers. A necessary and sufficient condition that S2 be Turing reducible to S1 is that there exist a f.g. recursively presented group G whose word problem has degree = degree S2 and whose conjugacy problem has degree = degree S1.
This result answers for f.g. recursively presented groups a question suggested by W. W. Boone for finitely presented groups: can the relationships between conjugacy and word problems be used to characterize some other kind of reducibility-say for example reducibility by unbounded truth tables? The above result and its method of proof suggest that full Turing reducibility is the natural reducibility even for finitely presented groups. The question arose from two observations: (i) the word problem is always many-one reducible to the conjugacy problem; By dint of (iv) a system of this sort may be used to maintain in an axiomatic theory the distinction between physically necessary theorems and merely factual ones provided that such a distinction is made in the axioms by writing On if n is taken as a "law" and by writing n (simply) if n is taken as a mere fact. Moreover, (iv) also permits the maintaining of the distinction in an axiomatization of a science between the theorems of the underlying mathematics and the properly empirical theorems. Similarly, in view of (i), (ii) and (iii), it is possible to distinguish in set theory (e.g.) between the theorems which are laws of logic and those which are properly theorems of set theory. In cases like this where there are no modal axioms E may be thought of as logical necessity.
ABSTRACTS OF PAPERS
In PN there are no nested modalities because of the nature of the intended interpretations. As can be seen from the above theorems the main force of the modal deductive system is to ?ermit inference from On to n anywhere and from n to On in proofs having nonmodal assumptions. The authors do not know of any other modal system which treats logical consequences of arbitrary sets of sentences although Curry (Foundations of mathematical logic, New York ( 
